Directions from Béziers Airport
As you leave the airport, drive very slowly over two very sharp speed-bumps just after the carpark (which is on your
left). Leave the airport and go as far as a T-junction on main road, the D612/N112. Turn right and keep going for
about 5km to a big roundabout, where you take the right-hand slip road towards the A9 autoroute (La
Languedocienne). After the autoroute péage (where you take a ticket), go west in the direction of Barcelona
(Barcelone) and Perpignan. Stay on the A9 for about 35km to the second Narbonne exit - Narbonne Sud, junction 38.
Leave the autoroute here and after the péage (it’s about 4€), go straight ahead on the N9 (dual carriageway),
following signs for Béziers and Lézignan Corbières. After 5km, take the Lézignan/Carcassonne exit and follow the slip
road to a roundabout where you join the N113, signposted Carcassonne.
Stay on the N113 for about 8km as far as the village of Villedaigne: it’s the first set of traffic lights that you come to.
Take the right-hand filter on to the D611 and follow the road as it bends left and takes you out of the village. After a
couple of km, watch for a crossroads with a right-hand turn signposted Canet d’Aude.
Take that turn, and go through Canet, but be very careful as you go into the village (and again as you leave it)
because they also have sharp speed-bumps. Follow the road through Canet – it bends round to the right in the
middle of the village – and out into the country. Go over the bridge crossing the River Aude and down the line of
plane trees to a T-junction. Turn right and after 75m or so, left over the Ventenac bridge.

From Ventenac bridge
After the bridge go straight ahead up the fairly steep one-way street, past the cemetery on your right, for about
300m. As the road dips down, you come to a stop sign. Continue straight and take the next left which is the Rue de la
Fontaine.
Proceed to the end of the road (about 80m) and you will see us on the left. “4” Rue de la Fontaine

Drive safely.

Carol Mac Kenna
Jasmin Holiday Cottages
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